Mow-Load Combination

Model MLC

• Robust construction
• Compact and manoeuvrable
• Wide range of purposes
• Chops vegetation up to ø 8 cm
• Unloading heigth 195 cm (6'5")
• Standard configuration includes
a hydraulic offset feature
• Trailer equipped with two sets of
double floating wheels
Very robust mow-load combination to mow, chop and pick up grass, leaves,
prunings and other vegetations in one working pass on different terrains.
In parks, green spaces, camping sites, golf areas and on road sides this machine
can be used to take away grass and other vegetations, for example to impoverish
the soil.
In vineyards and orchards this allows for a successful control of the increasing
scab problem, or to use the prunings for heating or composting purposes.
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The flail mower is an independent unit, which is mounted
in the main frame.
A rear roller with large diameter over the complete width
of the machine ensures an excellent terrain adjustment
independently of the trailer, even on uneven grounds.
For transport the flail mower is lifted by means of two
hydraulic rams.
To assure the necessary stability and to limit ground
pressure, the trailer is equipped with two sets (4) of
floating wheels.

Standard configuration:
?
Heavy-duty “Perfect” flail mower driven by an extra strong gearbox and V-belts
with a springloaded automatic tensioner
?
Robust electronically balanced vibration-free flail rotor with large
diameter and wall thickness
?
0,8 kg (1¾ lb) “Perfect” special steel flails with flat single cutting edges
?
Pullbar with hydraulic offset cylinder
?
Unloading height trailer 195 cm (6'5")
?
Two sets (4) of floating wheels Ø = 515 mm B = 250 mm
?
Rear rake tines which are adjustable in height for a better pick-up and
pulverization of thin prunings or prunings that are laying flat
2,2 kg (5 lbs) heavy-duty flails and an optional conversion kit to use the flail mower
independently of the trailer are available as an option.

0,8 kg (1¾ lbs) flails (std)

2,2 kg (5 lbs) flails (option)
Rear rake tines
Technical specifications
Cutting width
PTO speed
Flail rotor speed
Min. power required
at 540 rpm
Flails
0,8 kg (1¾ lbs) standard
2,2 kg (5 lbs) option
Total width
Tipping height
Storage capacity
Weight
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cm/inch
rpm
rpm

MLC-150
150/4'11"
540
2100

MLC-180
180/5'11"
540
2100

kW/HP

40/55

52/70

cm/inch
cm/inch
3
m
kg/lbs

24
16
170/5'7"
195/6'5"
±3
1350/2970

28
18
200/6'7"
195/6'5"
± 3½
1500/3300
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